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dear readers, 

the moment we at lapp had been eagerly awaiting for months lasted just three seconds - the unveil-

ing of the new ÖlFleX®. at the end of november 2012, at the sps ipc drives trade fair in nurem-

berg, we launched a new era by presenting the ÖlFleX® classic 110 and the ÖlFleX® smart 108.  

now, around 100 days later, we can take stock. our new additions to the ÖlFleX® family are a total 

success. the response at the trade fair itself clearly showed us that all the work had been worth-

while. users are thoroughly satisfied with the successor to our legendary product, which is tailored to 

their specific requirements. we are proud that our innovation enables us to offer you - our customer 

- exactly what you need to ensure that your products stay competitive in the global marketplace.

as you have probably already noticed, our kabelwelt has a shiny new look. Just as with the new 

ÖlFleX®, we are entering a new era for kabelwelt too. we have tried to make the magazine easier 

to read and more entertaining for you, with the aim of getting you more involved in what we're do-

ing. You will receive kabelwelt twice a year from now on. each issue will have a main theme that 

will dominate most of the magazine, with various kinds of articles and features. we are starting this 

series by focusing on ÖlFleX® and taking the opportunity to give you a better and more detailed 

introduction to our new stars. i hope you find this an enjoyable and informative read.

with best regards,

andreas lapp
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Main topic|  ÖlfleX®  

"we are delighted to begin a new era". these words from michael collet, chief 
innovation officer at u.i. lapp gmbh, were a perfect summary. the two newcom-
ers represent a new chapter in the 50 year success story of the classic ÖlFleX®. 
it is a response to the increasingly complex requirements in different sectors. 
on the one hand, the ÖlFleX® classic 110 was given an upgrade, while on the 
other hand the ÖlFleX® smart 108 is a brand new cost effective addition to 
the range. 

ÖlFleX® raises the
bar once again

much more than industrY standard

3.150 employees

1 innovation after another

17 production sites

100 % availability  

100 % manufactured in lapp production plants  

 30 % maximum price advantage with the smart 108

100 % 30 %100 %
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"our new ÖlFleX® has 
achieved what the  
industrY thought For a 
long time was impossible. 
with new applications and 
an innovative price model,  
we have redeFined the  
term FleXible." 
werner sottek
lapp product management 

"around the world,  
our cables impress  
customers everY daY,  
metre bY metre, with  
their reliabilitY,  
precision and qualitY.  
in everY industrY."
siegbert lapp
member of the board, lapp holding ag



Main topic|  ÖlfleX®  

continuing the ÖlFleX® success storY.
in two waYs.

classic 110 in Figures

temperature resistance 

occasional flexing: -15 °c to +70 °c 

Fixed installation: -40 °c to +80 °c

100 % reliability 

100 % recommended  

  0 % susceptible to faults

so, classic 110, the lapp group has announced that you 

will be "even better" from now on. what exactly does this 

promise mean? my customers have known me for decades. 

they are particularly impressed with my exceptional torsion 

resistance and flexibility when used in wind turbines or power 

chains, and with my oil and cold resistance. lapp has system-

atically investigated these qualities and confirmed them with 

type tests. quality wise, i haven't changed at all, i'm the same 

old me. however, some new properties have been added to the 

specification - setting out the framework for sustainable quality 

assurance in the supply chain. 

what exactly has improved about you? i'm even better at with-

standing cold conditions. i remain totally flexible down to -15 °c.  

in a fixed installation, i can operate as low as -40 °c. this in turn 

allows me to be installed in moving applications in very cold win-

ter months. and that leads to cost savings. and i'm also suitable 

for use in power chains.

How did lapp come up with the idea of upgrading a classic 

amongst control cables like yourself? my inventors wanted 

to make me even more versatile and powerful. with 145 sizes 

and up to 100 cores, i now cover the needs of companies from 

a wide range of industries and countries better. this helps me 

contribute to the overall efficiency of production facilities. 

[  classic 110  ]
"ice cold or glowing hot -  
the bigger the challenge,  

the better.“

100 % 100 % 0 %
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smart 108 in Figures

temperature resistance 

occasional flexing: -5 °c to +70 °c 

Fixed installation: -40 °c to +80 °c

100 % lapp quality  

 30 % cost saving  

  0 % safety concerns

so, sMart 108, how terrible is it for you to be in the 

shadow of your colleague the classic 110? what do you 

mean "in the shadow?" lapp has never compromised when 

it comes to quality. Just like the ÖlFleX® classic 110, i'm a  

vde tested and certified control cable with production monitor-

ing. essentially, we are very similar and both have the certificates 

to prove it. 

so you have the same high quality as your colleague. in that 

case, how is it that you're sold at a lower price? it's because 

i'm smart. i concentrate on the basic features of a cable and my 

logistics have been simplified. lapp has limited me to the 29  most 

common sizes. lapp has also used more economical material to 

produce me. specifically, i'm made of reclaimed material, which is 

made of recycled plastic, original material that has already been 

processed. that means i benefit the environment and help cut 

costs.

environmentally friendly, economical, immediately available. 

it seems as though you have everything to be the number 1. 

is your aim to replace the classic 110 sometime soon? no. 

i am clearly differentiated from the classic 110 and see myself 

as an attractive addition to the family. because of me, customers 

can now choose whether they really need my colleague's specific 

technical features or whether the same brand name quality at a 

lower price is sufficient. which cable is the best choice depends 

on the individual requirements.

[  smart 108  ]
"i give you exactly  
what you need.  
no more and no less."

100 % 30 % 0 %
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Main topic |  trade fair review

the daY on which the lapp group would unveil a disproportion-
atelY large ÖlFleX® that You can walk inside got oFF to a windY 
and drizzlY start. while outside the nuremberg eXhibition centre 
visitors were hurrYing towards the entrance, the same scene 
was being repeated over and over again inside on the lapp group 
stand. a man taps one oF eight product brand Fields on the car 
tower, starting a two-minute JourneY through the world oF au-
tomation. 

the process is simple yet impressive, and is all down to a model car being blown out of the 

tower by a short blast of air. a quick look at the countdown projected onto the curtains around 

the concealed ÖlFleX®, Just a few minutes to 11  o'clock. carefully, he removes the miniature 

porsche cayenne from the exit, as though he were holding a raw egg in his hands. his eyes 

light up, his face has a look of amazement, and he asks a question. it's the question that lapp 

employees will hear around twelve hundred times over the following two days: can i really 

keep it? Yes, he can. and so can every other visitor to the stand. 

there are just seconds to go before the hollow cable is unveiled. Just a few moments 

before the industry is confronted by the new ÖlFleX® classic 110, the new ÖlFleX® 

smart 108 and a huge number of convincing facts and figures. andreas lapp, chairman 

of lapp holding ag, and michael collet, chief innovation officer, use the final moments 

before the unveiling to finally put an end to all the speculation about the two new prod-

ucts. while they announce the arrival of the classic 110 with the words "temperature 

resistant like never before", they talk about the smart 108 having attributes like "excep-

tionally economical", "sustainable thanks to recycled plastic" and "immediate availability". 

customers, press representatives and employees alike expectantly eye the giant cable, 

which is still concealed by white curtains. miss smart and miss classic, who have giv-

en a short theatrical performance as part of the show, hurry to assist andreas lapp and  

michael collet. three, two one - the cloths disappear and applause rings out. the end of a viral 

launch campaign heralds the beginning of a new era for ÖlFleX®.

sps ipc drives: the start oF 
a new ÖlFleX® era 

the trade Fair in Figures

11,136 meeting reports completed 

service personnel worked approx. 410 hours over 3 days  

approx. 1,200 cars from the car tower were given out  

10 kg espresso beans were consumed, corresponding to around 1,200 cups
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"nobodY likes paYing For  
something theY don't need. 
that's whY the smart 108 is  
so good. it's more economical 
and Just right For manY  
applications, without being 
overqualiFied." 
eberhard gleich, head of the cable
systems and mechatronics development 
centre, art hockenheim
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Main topic|  interview   

"the new ÖlFleX®  
is our  response to our 
customers' requests"
interview with Jürgen beck, product manager at lapp

inFormation about Jürgen beck 

professional experience  

 

 2.8 % Freelance employee in the plastic industry  

 6.8 % project planning & development, in intallation engineering  

15.8 % product manager in window technology   

40.7 % product manager revolving door drives  

 4.0 % strategic product marketing window- and door technology  

29.9 % product manager cables

daily activities in minutes  

  

240 minutes  customer and sales enquiries  

168 minutes  project work  

 24 minutes market monitoring 

 24 minutes studying standards  

 24 minutes product training

the diameter of the earth is 12,700 kilometres at its widest point. if you 

wanted to circle the earth, you'd have to travel 40,000 kilometres. and if 

you wanted to pass through every country, you'd have to cross 194 inter-

national borders. that's how many countries there are. Jürgen beck is in 

regular contact with 80 of them, almost half the world. they are the ones 

with international lapp companies and partners.
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Main topic |  interview   

what is the significance of ÖlfleX® for 

you, the company and the market?

by inventing the ÖlFleX®, oskar lapp laid 

the foundation for our success story. it has 

been a constant since 1959 and has been 

the top seller in our range. at the time, our 

highest profile brand was a revolution in con-

nection technology. today it is the industry 

standard. over time, numerous versions for 

specific applications and industries were 

added, making the name ÖlFleX® a syno-

nym for industrial control cables. 

why did you decide to modify the  

ÖlfleX® classic 110? were you no long-

er able to keep up with the competition? 

no, definitely not. it was simply that 

for a long time where was no rea-

son to change the fundamental ele-

ments of the proven and successful  

ÖlFleX® concept. ultimately, the crucial 

factor was the increasingly complex require-

ments in different industries. 

were requirements from industries the 

trigger for the creation of the sMart 108 

too?

Yes, in particular the increased awareness of 

economy. we responded to our customers' 

needs. with the smart 108 we now offer 

an efficient, economical alternative to the 

classic 110. 

tell us about the specific differences 

 between the two versions?

First of all, i'll tell you my favourite argument 

for both innovations -  our customers can now 

choose the specific ÖlFleX® that is the best 

fit for their industry and their application. in 

many cases, the lower cost smart 108 is 

totally sufficient. however, if the cold resist-

ance requirements are particularly high, or 

more complex control commands need to be 

transmitted, the advantages of the classic 

110 come into play.
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3 
Questions 

to:

1]

2]

3]

siegbert lapp
Member of the board, technology and 

development

why was it the right time for a new  

ÖlfleX® generation? because the   

requirements for control cables have changed.  

were your customers waiting for a lower cost 

ÖlfleX®? our customers were waiting for an ÖlFleX® 

that is highly qualified but not over qualified. they are 

delighted with the new smart 108, which combines 

high quality with maximum value.

why was there so much speculation before  

the product was launched? we deliberately  

spread rumours before the launch. that  

enabled us to generate more excitement  

and attract more attention. 



"since 1959, 
ÖlFleX® has 
been the  
constant in 
our range."
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Main tHeMe |  applications   

the ÖlFleX® classic 110 and smart 108 duo can withstand one 

degree more - in a fixed installation. it sounds indestructible. but 

how cold is –40 °c really? how cold can it actually get? what ex-

actly is cold and when does something become cold? why does the 

colour blue make everyone feel cold? let's take these questions 

one at a time. First of all, cold is the opposite of heat. or, as the 

oxford english dictionary says: "the opposite or the absence of 

heat" but that's far from the full story, as cold is a real chameleon. 

in its various forms it creeps into everything from the top of your 

head right down to your toes - bitter, crisp, icy, harsh, fierce, biting, 

cutting and penetrating. 

78° 27' 52" s, 106° 50' 14" o – shivering at the global cold pole 

it holds the earth's poles together, and the ice sheets for skating 

on. cold can form ice crystals on window panes or in men's beards. 

it can even bring cars to a halt, as even winter diesel gives up at 

-22 °c. on 21st  July1983 it was more than four times as cold as 

that - 78° 27' 52" s, 106° 50' 14" e, the vostok weather station in 

wilkes land in eastern antarctica recorded a biting –89.2 °c. it was 

the coldest officially confirmed temperature since weather records 

began. this makes the station close to the pole of inaccessibility the 

global cold pole. in other words - it doesn't get any colder anywhere 

else. 

when Your breath almost Freezes as soon as it leaves Your mouth, when You can no  
longer Feel Your toesand the wind reallY bites into Your nose and cheeks until theY are red 
raw - then it's trulY bitterlY cold. and the mercurY is below zero. but it can't drop too Far. at 
–40 °c it's too cold For the thermometer's inside too. it simplY Freezes. 

even 
at –40 °c

ice cold:
ÖlFleX® at minus 
temperatures.
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the terrible trio - cold, wind and moisture 

although it can withstand almost any adversity, the eastern antarc-

tic would even be too cold for the two new ÖlFleX® products. no 

matter how robust it is - below –40 °c even the smart is no longer 

so smart. however, anywhere above that it is just as flexible and 

and universally compatible as its big sister the classic 110 - in 

cold, wind and moisture. they are a horrible combination for us. 

wind makes cold feels ten times colder, and it feels a staggering 

fourteen times worse with moisture. incidentally, the association 

between cold and the colour blue is based on the fact that ice and 

snow have a blueish glow. and the skin turns blue if you get very 

cold. 

reliable and durable. against wind and weather.

the new ÖlfleX® – temperature resistant like never before  

  

smart 108 (occasional flexing): -5 °c to +70 °c  

smart 108 (fixed installation): -40 °c to +80 °c  

classic 110 (occasional flexing): -15 °c to +70 °c  

classic 110 (fixed installation): -40 °c to +80 °c

candle flame: +1,400 °c ice crystal: -12 °c 

surface of the sun: +5,500 °c ice cream cone: -5 °c 

inside the sun: +15,000,000 °c
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froM tHe world of cables  |  news   

she made german business historY, and in  
recognition oF her outstanding achieve-
ments, courage and energY, consistent in-
novation and her incredible contribution to  
societY, ursula ida lapp was honoured with  
the liFetime achievement award For 2012  
at the 6th baden-baden business night. 

the honorific speech was made by former state prime minister, er-

win teufel. "the lapp group's family-friendly and social corporate 

culture, along with its broad involvement in social and cultural is-

sues, are an outstanding example", declared the jury chairman, hans-

Jürgen wischhof.

with drive and energy, and a keen sense for the needs of the market, 

along with her husband oskar lapp  she has created a company with 

an international reputation. today, the stuttgart-based lapp group 

is one of the leading suppliers of integrated solutions and branded 

products in cable and connection technology. the company employs 

more than  3,000  people worldwide, has 17 production sites, 41 

sales companies, and collaborates with around 100 international 

agents. in addition to its traditional core sectors - machine and plant 

engineering and equipment production - lapp's branded products 

are used wherever there are demanding requirements for reliability 

and safety. examples include the transrapid in shanghai, the stage 

technology for the rolling stones, the bolshoi theatre in moscow, 

the great pyramid and the luxury liner aidaluna. its key growth 

markets are renewable energies, mobility and life sciences.

to a great extent, ursula ida lapp, chair of the supervisory board 

of stuttgart-based lapp holding ag, has shaped the family com-

pany's spirit. lapp maintains and lives a corporate culture marked 

by the values of customer focus, family, innovation and ambition. 

employees are focused on sustainable business and responsibility 

at all times. she is a passionate entrepreneur: "my greatest wish 

would be for my grandchildren to continue my husband's work." 

the foundations for this are already firmly in place.

richlY deserved:
ursula ida lapp receives liFetime achievement award
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   news |  froM tHe world of cables

there were two pieces oF great news From new zealand. engi-
neering computer services - a lapp group partner companY For 
manY Years - celebrated 30 Years oF business and the inaugura-
tion oF a new oFFice building and warehouse. 

this was a good enough reason for andreas and siegbert lapp to jump on a plane. after a 

journey of 18,000 kilometres, they arrived in hamilton to thank their partners elaine and garry 

rayner for their loyalty and the many years of successful co-operation. around 250 guests 

joined the celebrations at the company's new building, including lapp's Japanese partner 

kmecs, represented by Yoshi and takeshi kameda, and the mayor of hamilton.

obtaining the certification took a huge 

amount of preparatory work. but now 

lapp has it in black and white. the en-

vironmental inspection organisation 

agimus has presented our cable plant 

with its certificate. this confirms that 

an energy management system based 

on the international din en iso 500001 

has been set up and implemented.

the implementation and certification of 

the system is intended to support con-

tinuous improvement processes and 

more efficient energy use at the cable 

plant in the long term. the aim is to cut 

both energy costs and greenhouse gas 

emissions and thus to take the meas-

ures necessary to improve energy-relat-

ed performance.

rain in dubai is as rare as solar eclipse in central europe. it's hardly surprising, then, that 

the population of the united arab emirates see rain as a sign of good fortune. during the 

celebrations to mark 5 years since the opening of lapp cables middle east Fze, held on 

the beach at the Jebel ali beach hotel, it started to rain. and that has to be a good omen.

new zealand:
double celebration For ecs

stuttgart:
new environmen-
tal certiFication 
For kabelwerke 

dubai:
luckY rain For 
5. anniversarY



froM tHe world of cables  |  location  
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only products that survive our in-house “torture chamber” are good 

enough to be included in our product range. in its laboratory and test 

centre, the lapp group tests the performance of all its products. 

they use the toughest imaginable endurance tests - highly flexible ca-

bles have to withstand millions of bending cycles at different speeds 

and with extreme bending radii. that's not all, because they need 

to be unaffected by vibrations, mechanical and chemical influences 

too. if they fail the tests, they never make it to series production. the 

exceptionally high demands in terms of materials and quality have 

been a guarantee of success for many years. it is the only way that 

the company can maintain and extend its leading position 

Faster, further, higher, longer, better value - customers' requirements 

have never been so varied. travel speeds and acceleration are in-

creasing as customers demand ever shorter processing times. in 

2012, the test centre completed 21,112,816 machine cycles. lapp 

was testing 50 cables at a time in the chains. this saw the company 

run 1,055,640,800 cycles on their cables in total.

eXtensive tests For optimum products

durability test

torsion test 

drag chain test

fire test

electrical test

torsion-bending test

roll bending test

tensile and shearing strength test

laboratorY and test centre in stuttgart
bending and breaking - tough tests For optimum qualitY

food: i would recommend the "lausterer". it's small with a tradi-
tional, typically swabian atmosphere and stylish decor. 

drink: "ackermanns" bar is a good place to meet locals. this is a true 
local pub in the west of stuttgart. 

culture: the state museum - "haus der geschichte baden-württem-
berg" - explores every aspect of south west germany. 

insider tip: as stuttgart is a wine producing area, the "besen tour" 
is a must. this is a walk through the vineyards, stopping off at between 
six and eight traditional wine taverns (known locally as "besen").

MattHias lapp

executive assistant 

lapp holding ag

stuttgart tips
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   opinion |  froM tHe world of cables

he has alwaYs been interested in the 

issues that will take the companY 

Forward. as the director oF innova-

tion, michael collet recognised long 

ago that global innovation capabil-

itY has to be strengthened in order 

to remain competitive and proFitable. 

the first 100 days of the ÖlfleX®  

sMart 108 are over. How would you  

sum things up? our latest development 

will have a very positive response from cus-

tomers. with the smart 108, we have also 

managed to target different segments of 

the market and gain new customers. this 

is definitely partly because we were in dis-

cussions before the unveiling at sps ipc 

drives and stirred up a lot of interest with 

our guerrilla marketing. 

so all the efforts paid off? absolutely. we 

are looking to the future very positively. we 

have been able to position the smart 108 

in the market extremely quickly. our em-

ployees really enjoyed the entire campaign 

and all the rumours that were bubbling 

away. For that alone, all the effort was 

worthwhile.  

what are you currently working on in 

the innovation department? at the mo-

ment we're looking at an electron beam 

cross-linking system. this technology will 

become increasingly important in a range of 

market segments. the rail transport market 

is also very interesting - it is experiencing a 

worldwide boom that opens up opportuni-

ties for us. 

what is awaiting your customers in 

2013? plenty of exciting themes and prod-

ucts. i don't want to give too much away 

yet, but there's plenty for our customers to 

look forward to in the railway technology 

sector.  

"at lapp we're looking to 
the Future verY positivelY"

michael collet:
"the smart 108 will be verY well received"

michael collet has been innovation direc-
tor at u.i. lapp gmbh since the end of 
2011. however, the industrial engineering 
and business graduate has been involved 
with the company for almost 20 years. his 
career began at Forbach in France, and 
has taken him to singapore and south 
korea, where he established a new lapp 
plant. under his management, lapp korea 
developed into a stable and flourishing 
company. in 2010, he moved to stuttgart, 
where is is now innovation director, which 
responsibility for technology and market-
ing.

personal details



in focus  |  facts and figures  

we hope that this page will convince You that numbers can be Fun. For eXample, the long string 
oF numbers in the title represents the Flame retardance oF the ÖlFleX®. however, numbers onlY 
get reallY eXciting when theY are put in an unusual conteXt. does a butterFlY have more or Fewer 
veins than the classic 110 has cores? and how manY ÖlFleX® could You actuallY Fit into the lean-
ing tower oF pisa? these are interesting comparisons that make some drY Facts a bit easier to 
imagine. but that's not whY You need to remember them.   

iec 60332-1-2

is constantly in stock at lapp. 12,742 - that's far 

enough to fly from australia to india. with a stopover 

in Japan!

12,742 km ÖlFleX®



with 100 cores the classic 110 has ten times  

the number of veins in a butterfly's wing.

more than 5,000 of the ÖlFleX® classic 110 with 

the largest outer diameter (23.6 mm) would fit into 

the leaning tower of pisa (diameter: 12 m). 

in the past four years, sales of the ÖlFleX® have 

increased steadily. For example, in 2010 3 % more 

were sold than in 2009. in 2011 sales rose by a mas-

sive 29 %. total growth between 2009 and 2012 was 

39 %.

the longest snake living in captivity is a reticulat-

ed python, with a length of 7.4 metres and tipping 

the scales at 100 kilos. the ÖlFleX® classic 

110 tops that comfortably. its maximum weight 

at 7.3 metres is 206.2 kilos.

this issue of our customer magazine contains 15 

different articles. our  ÖlFleX® smart 108 range 

contains almost twice that number.  

an adult human's recommended daily copper re-

quirement is 1.0 to 1.5 milligrammes. one kilo-

metre of ÖlFleX® smart 108 or classic 110, 

on the other hand, can contain between 9.6 and 

1,680 kilogrammes of copper.

outstrips even butterflies

a skewed coMparison

50,000 kM More

May be a record

an eXQuisite assortMent

MaXiMuM copper use?

100.0 kilos 7.3 metres

 1.0–1.5 milligrammes

206,2 kilos 7.3 metres

 9.6–1,680 kilogrammes

20102009 20122011



in focus |  spotligHt  

this stock level enables lapp to guarantee con-
stant availabilitY oF the ÖlFleX® smart 108 and the 
ÖlFleX® classic 110. with 1,958 tons, even large or-
ders are no problem. to be more precise, we stock 
12,742 kilometres oF cables. laid end to end, this is 
the same length as 121,000  Football pitches. or to 
pass through the earth at its widest point. 

ÖlFleX® scores 
with immediate 
availabilitY

1.958 tons – how much is that reallY?

 7 empty airbus a 380s  

 18 space shutters at their launch weight  

 163 medium trucks  

 391 fat elephants  

1,087 mid-range saloon cars

1.958 tons
ÖlFleX® smart 108 and ÖlFleX® 
classic 110 are stored in the 
lapp warehouse.
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   trends  |  in focus

Hffr cables 

For exceptional reliability, lapp hFFr cables 
are available in halogen-free, flame-retard-
ant materials. this enables them to meet the 
strictest requirements for use in sensitive 
areas.

rail transport

the desire for increased mobility is making 
rail transport an area with an increasingly 
bright future. the desire for efficiency and 
independence of fossil fuels is bring new 
concepts to the fore.

HigHly dynaMic applications

Four requirements: low weight, high accel-
eration, compact dimensions - and all with 
a long service life. three solutions: ÖlFleX® 
servo Fd 798 cp, ÖlFleX® servo Fd 796 p 
and ÖlFleX® chain 896 pcp. the three new 
products promise increased speed and effi-
ciency than previous guide chain cables.

over engineering

one of the key trends for 2013: less is more. 
users do not want to pay for features they 
don't really need. that is why lapp has de-
veloped the smart 108, a cable that delivers 
exactly what you need. no more and no less.

lack of innovation

we never rest on our laurels. lapp has always 
proved its ability to innovate. what began in a 
garage with the development of the ÖlFleX® 
has become the industry standard for power 
and control cables, and is still good for a few 
surprises.

Huge engines

downsizing is the magic word in the automo-
tive industry - lots of cylinders and a huge 
engine capacity are out. these days, people 
prefer fewer cylinders, but with electric sup-
port. this reduces fuel consumption with no 
compromise on driving pleasure.
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this year's hanover trade Fair will once again focus on a new partner country 
- the russian Federation. we will be using this theme as an opportunity to 
present you with some russian specialities. of course, we will also be show-
ing off our products and industry solutions. if kabelwelt is not enough for 
you - you can find out much more about the new ÖlFleX® on our stand. You 
can also discover many more exciting new developments.

we look forward to your visit.  
Your lapp group
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ÖlFleX®, unitronic®, hitronic®, 
skintop®, silvYn®, FleXimark®, 
epic® and etherline® are registered 
trademarks of the lapp group.

hanover trade Fair 2013 

visit us  

at the Hanover 

trade fair!

8. to 12th  april 

hall 11,

 stand c03. 


